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Collaboration is the cornerstone
Open Government Data
- Monitored projects
- Financial allocations to specific projects
- Territorial indicators on socio-economic context

Dissemination
- OpenCoesione in bits
- Data Journalism Days
- Newsletter

Tools
- Maps and dynamic visualizations
- OpenCoesione API
- Widgets

Comments and Data Reuse
- Tell us about a project
- Disqus
- Analysis and research

OpenCoesione School
Open data, data journalism, and civic monitoring in Italian high-schools

Initiatives
- Open Government Partnership
- G8 Open Data Charter
- National Forum on Legality

Networking
- National unitary monitoring system
- Technical Group on data quality and transparency
- OpenCoesione Team

Monithion
Institutional Agreements
Participation and Co-Creation throughout the OGP Process
**Key OGP Co-creation standards**

**Dissemination of information**
- Dedicated OGP website/webpage with document repository, with key point of contact identified
- Timeline, engagement opportunities and information communicated well in advance
- **Advanced**: Feature to allow public commenting and online discussions
- **Advanced**: regular implementation updates and tracking dashboard

**Spaces and Platforms**
- Multistakeholder forum
- At least 4 meetings per year open to participation online and/or offline
- **Advanced**: thematic sub-committees
- **Advanced**: Regular consultation opps with commitment-holders

**Co-ownership and Joint decision making**
- Governance and remit developed jointly
- Parity, reached through a transparent selection process
- Reasoned response
- **Advanced**: joint chairing and decision-making
- **Advanced**: joint review of implementation
Selection of civil society partners
Layers of engagement

- Civil society only
- Coordination/Decision-making
- Expert contribution
- Interest/Participation
Further resources

+ OGP Participation and Co-creation Standards
+ OGP Toolbox
+ Council of Europe:
  - Code of Good Practice for Civil Participation in the Decision-making Process
  - Guidelines for civil participation in political decision making
Thank you!

emilene.martinez@opengovpartnership.org